**Feature Editor/Science Writer, Molecular Plant**

As one of the leading plant science journals, *Molecular Plant* is seeking a few Feature Editors/Science Writers to part-time work for the journal. More information about *Molecular Plant* can be found at [www.cell.com/molecular-plant](http://www.cell.com/molecular-plant).

**Responsibilities**
The Feature Editors/Science Writers will play key roles in developing the front-matter section of *Molecular Plant* by writing and commissioning short-format papers such as scientific news, Comment, Opinion, highlights, etc. They are expected to work closely with *Molecular Plant* editorial team and maintain a strong network with top researchers and scientific leaders globally to drive the content growth for the journal.

**Preferred Qualifications**
The qualified candidates are expected to have broad interests in plant sciences and strong ability in scientific writing. They should also have excellent communication skills in written and spoken English within a global environment. Prior experience as a feature editor or science writer is preferred but is not absolutely required.

These are part-time positions, and the successful applicants will work freely in any appropriate time and places. The Feature Editors/Science Writers will also have the opportunity to represent the journal for attending scientific conferences and visiting research institutions and to be engaged with top researchers and scientific leaders for discussing science-related issues.

**How to Apply**
Applicants interested in these positions please send the application materials, including a Curriculum Vitae (CV), cover letter and relevant certificates, by email to mplant@sibs.ac.cn (subject: MP editor application) before **July 31, 2020**. The benefits of these part-time jobs will be determined and negotiated with the successful applicants, depending on the performance and contribution.